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Abstract
This work explores human-assisted schemes for improving automatic signature recognition systems. We present a crowdsourcing experiment to establish the human baseline performance for signature recognition tasks and a novel attribute-based semi-automatic signature verification system inspired in FDE analysis. We present different experiments over a public database and a self-developed tool for the manual annotation of signature attributes. The results demonstrate the benefits of attribute-based recognition approaches and encourage to further research in the capabilities of human intervention to improve the performance of automatic signature recognition systems.

1. Introduction

The signature is worldwide accepted as an identity authentication method and it has been used by several cultures over the past 2000 years. The signature is a behavioral biometric trait which comprises neuromotor characteristics of the signer (e.g., our brain and muscles among others define the way we sign) as well as socio-cultural influence (e.g., the Western and Asian styles). During centuries, the examination of signatures has been made by experts who determine the authenticity of the sample based on forensic analysis. More recently, automatic signature verification systems (ASV) emerged as a feasible way to automate the traditional signature verification method made by Forensic Document Examiners (FDEs) [1][2][3].

The variety of applications of automatic signature recognition systems is large. In most of these applications, humans usually supervise the signing process but their responsibilities are mostly limited to guarantee the correct record of the data without any contribution to recognition. These supervisors do not usually have the specific experience of FDEs and they will be referred to as layman in the rest of this work. The deployment of automated systems is eliminating human intervention in many recognition applications. However, perception and analytic capability of humans must not be undervalued and there is large room for improvement compared to fully automatic methods when one applies both the computers and human abilities in some scenarios. Some of these scenarios where a layman may help or contribute to an automatic signature verification are banking, point of sales, notary public, or parcel delivery. We advocate for the consideration of human interaction in these scenarios due to the particularities of the dynamic signature as a behavioral biometric. As it has been demonstrated [3], this biometric fluctuates severely for different users and acquisition conditions. Our aim in this research line of human interactions in automatic systems is to alleviate such fluctuations with simple actions a layman can take in many scenarios of practical importance. Which actions to take and to what extend those actions can help state-of-the-art Automatic Signature Verification systems (ASV) is the final aim of this research line. The layman intervention on ASVs can be done at multiple levels or phases of the biometric system, see Fig. 1. The potential layman interventions include: quality assessment to remove bad quality samples, feature annotation, classification of samples or decision support, among others. However, the performance of laymen in signature verification tasks remains unexplored and their capabilities undervalued [4].

The present work analyzes the potential of attribute-based manual signature recognition and the final aim (not covered in this work) is to obtain a reduced set of high discriminative features which can be either automatically extracted or manually labeled in a reasonable amount of time (e.g., less than 10 seconds for a point of sales or less than 1 minute for an important banking transference). The contributions of this work are threefold: i) the establishment of human baseline performance (layman) in signature recognition tasks based on crowdsourcing experiments; ii) a novel attribute-based signature recognition system via human intervention; and iii) a combined scheme incorporating the proposed attribute-based manual approach to a state-of-the-art automatic online signature recognition system.

The rest of the work is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes related works. Section 3 presents our work to establish a human baseline performance. Section 4 describes the proposed manual attribute-based signature recognition. Section 5 reports the experiments and results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the conclusions and future works.
2. Human-assisted signature recognition

Human-assisted schemes in biometrics take advantage of both human abilities and automated system capabilities [5][6][7][8][9]. The use of human annotations in automatic biometric recognition systems has provided encouraging results in the literature [9]. Attribute annotation made by humans has emerged as a way to improve automatic recognition systems in face [5][7][8][9] or gait [6] recognition.

The attribute annotation of signatures is a common task in FDEs analysis and it consists of either discrete labels (e.g., the signature has proper punctuation) or scalar measures of specific characteristics (e.g., a stroke length of 6 mm). Oliveira et al. [10] analyzed the performance of graphology features in automatic signature verification with promising results over a dataset with 5600 signatures from bank checks. Malik et al. [4] compared the performance of FDE and automatic signature recognition systems for disguised signatures. The results obtained in their study suggest that FDE can achieve similar performance to automatic systems with accuracies over 90%. FDEs are well trained to analyze the authenticity of signatures and their performance is usually high classifying genuine and forged samples [11]. Although the experience of the expert is also exploited, the analysis of FDE is mostly based on well-defined protocols and methodologies. The set of features proposed by FDEs is large [10][12][13] and there is no universal protocol. The results of FDE evaluations are therefore a mix of experience, training and personal subjectivity. It is reasonable to assume that the analysis performed by a non-FDE human (once excluded the experience and training) could be centered on the personal subjectivity of each subject. While the baseline performance of FDEs has been analyzed in the literature [14], to the best of our knowledge, the literature lacks of studies analyzing the baseline performance of laymen.

3. Establishing human baseline performance via crowdsourcing

The use of our signature in our day-to-day life make us good forgery detectors of imitation (made by others) of our own signature. We are capable to differentiate our intra-person variability from the variability of a forger (our brain models are trained with hundreds of samples made during years of practice). This ability can be extended to signatures from other people but it is expected a drop of performance caused by the lack of information about the variability of the owner. In [11][15] the ability of 22 individuals was evaluated using 51 signatures (15 samples per individual mixing genuine and forged samples). The results obtained suggest that people perform worse than a state-of-the-art offline signature recognition automatic system (HMM-based Equal Error Rate of approximately 12%).

Here we apply crowdsourcing for the recruitment of amateur volunteers (people without FDE previous experience) to establish a performance baseline of laymen in signature authentication tasks. Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is a popular web-platform for the acquisition of data through Human Intelligence Tasks (HITs). The participants (workers) provide responses to the requesters. We designed a simple experiment involving 60 workers, and 60 signatures (from 20 different signers) from BiosecurID database [16]. Two samples are showed to the worker: one labeled as genuine signature and the authenticity of the second one remains sequestered (30 genuine and 30 forged signatures are showed in random order). The task consists on labeling the second signature as genuine, forged or not defined (the worker does not know the response). Only the signature image is shown and no instructions on which features to exploit are given. The idea is to analyze the performance of humans (laymen) and their ability to detect forgeries (see Table 1).
The results suggest the difficulties of laymen to correctly recognize between genuine and forged signatures. Without any specialized training, many workers doubt when they have to define the authenticity of a given signature (note the high percentage of not defined responses). The poor performance may be alleviated by considering multiple genuine reference signatures (this will be explored in the future).

4. Attribute-based signature recognition

The human baseline performance obtained (see Table 1) suggests that laymen have difficulties to correctly recognize the authenticity of signatures. However, it is well accepted that FDEs can achieve competitive performances based on their specialized training and experience. We propose to analyze selected manual annotated attributes (made by laymen but inspired by the work of FDEs) as features recognition.

An application has been developed (Matlab2012© GUI) to gather several sources of information about the signatures inspired by the work conducted by FDEs. The application is designed to be used by a human without previous experience on FDE analysis or signature recognition tasks. All attributes are annotated from a unique static binary image of the signature (dynamic data is not employed and each signature is annotated separately). The features annotated using the application are described below.

4.1. Signature attributes

There are many features of a signature that can be analyzed [10][12][13]. Due to the large number and variety of existing features, we have selected a set of 13 attributes (inspired in the FDE analysis) on the basis of two characteristics: i) efficiency: the annotation of the attributes must be fast for a layman without any FDE experience; ii) performance: the attributes must be discriminative and useful for signature recognition. We divided the set of features into two groups:

- **Categorical attributes (A1-A9):** denoted by discrete labels (e.g., spaced/concentrated signature or proportional/unproportioned signature).

- **Scalar Measures (A10-A13):** which are calculated according representative keypoints manually located (e.g., distance between characters or strokes). The keypoint selection reflects the human ability to highlight most representative signature regions.

The set of features allow to explore how the human perception can help to improve automatic systems. Guidelines (in form of a few examples) are shown to the annotator to obtain more consistent features. Listed below are the features chosen, based on the principles given above:

**Shape (A1):** this attribute is associated with the graphical model used to create the signature (focused on the contour of the signature). The labels associated to this attribute are: rounded strokes, vertical strokes, horizontal strokes, calligraphic model, vertical and horizontal strokes, or unknown.

**Proportionality (A2):** the proportion is related to the symmetry and size of the handwriting: proportional, unproportioned, mixed or unknown.

**Text-loops (A3):** predominant style of the loops (typical in letters such as “l, g, p, f, j, y’ and others) and directional changes (typical in uppercase letters such as “A, M, N’ and others). The possible labels are: round, sharp or unknown.

**Order (A4):** this attribute refers to the graphic distribution of the parts that form the signature: clear order, confusing, concentrated or spaced.

**Punctuation (A5):** this attribute analyzes any punctuation mark or distinctive stroke that can characterize the signature (e.g., “i” or “j” punctuation): the signature has proper punctuation, the signature has punctuation but in the wrong place or there is not punctuation.

**Flourish-characteristics (A6-A8):** we include three attributes related to flourish features. These attributes are symmetry of the most representative loops in the flourish (symmetric, asymmetric and unknown), weight (thin, wide, and unknown) and roundness (round, sharp and unknown).

**Hesitation (A9):** this attribute reveals the level of perceived hesitation in the signature. Hesitation produces enlargement of characters, tendency of curves to become angles, patching and retouching, tremors, among others. We set three labels for this attribute: the user didn’t hesitate while making the signature, the user did hesitate while making the signature or unknown.

**Alignment to the baseline (A10):** also known as slant it is easy to calculate in some signatures (those with elongated shape) but it could be a challenge in signatures with high complexity (disruptive text and flourish). It is defined as the angle between the main dominant axis of the signature and the baseline.

**Slant of the strokes (A11):** this attribute measures the slope (angle respect the baseline) of up to three different characters or stroke segments. The annotator has to choose which are the most relevant strokes (if they exist, otherwise the attribute is set to zero).

**Strokes-length (A12):** as in the slant measures, the annotator has to select up to three representative strokes (initial and ending points) to automatically calculate their lengths (in pixels).

**Character spacing (A13):** this attribute measures the separation (in pixels) between up to four most relevant characters in the signature.

We are aware that the proposed number of attributes is
large and the most appropriate subset (based either on performance or efficiency) should be chosen once established the potential of this novel recognition technique and the target application (e.g., time and performance requirements vary for different applications).

4.2. Attribute-based matching

All attributes are combined into a unique vector for each signature. The distance between two attribute vectors is calculated using the Manhattan distance normalized by the average absolute deviation of each attribute. A discrete value between 0 and 6 (depending on the number of labels of the attribute) is assigned to each categorical feature. The scalar measures are values which depend on the attribute (length in pixels for A12-A13 or angles in radians for A10-A11). Assume \( f = [f_1, f_2, ..., f_M] \) as the feature vector (with \( M \) features) of a given test sample and \( g^k = [g^k_1, g^k_2, ..., g^k_M] \) \( k \in 1, ..., T \) as an enrollment set with \( T \) samples. The distance between the feature vector \( f \) of the test sample and the enrollment set \( \{g^k\}_{k=1}^T \) is calculated as:

\[
d = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{|f_i - \bar{g}_i|}{\sigma_i}
\]

(1)

where \( g \) is the average of the enrollment set and \( \sigma = [\sigma_1, \sigma_2, ..., \sigma_M] \) is the standard deviation of the enrollment features. In our experiments \( T \) is equal to 4 and \( M = 20 \) (note that attributes A11-13 comprise 10 measures).

5. Experiments

The experiments are designed to answer the following questions: What is the performance of manual annotated signature attributes? What is the complementarity (in terms of performance) between human attribute-based recognition and traditional automatic online signature recognition?

5.1. Protocol and baseline performance

The database used in our experiments is a subcorpus of the signature data in the BiosecurID multimodal database [16]. The complete BiosecurID database was acquired in five different universities using five different acquisition devices. To avoid any bias in the results, only the UAM subcorpus, which is the largest subcorpus within the database, will be considered in this work. The subcorpus employed comprises the first 30 signers of the UAM corpus acquired in 4 different sessions, with 16 genuine signatures (four per session) and 12 simulated forgeries (three per session) for every subject \( (30 \times 28 = 840 \) signatures). Signatures were performed on a marked area over paper templates \( (25 \text{ mm} \times 120 \text{ mm}) \) with an inking pen which also captured the \( x \) and \( y \) trajectories and the pen pressure \( p \) during the signing process, with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Performance (% EER) of DTW algorithm over UAM-BiosecurID database</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BiosecurID set</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete set (132 signers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcorpus (first 30 signers)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 840 signatures were manually annotated according to Sect. 4.1. The annotation was made by an MSc student without any previous experience on FDE analysis. No information about the authenticity (genuine or imitation) of the samples was provided to the annotator and all signatures were analyzed separately (one by one) sorted by number of user in the database. The experiment is divided into two categories:

- **Scenario 1 - Random Forgery**: the model of the user is evaluated using genuine samples from other users (different to the owner) as impostor attacks (simulation of users who try to spoof the identity of the user with their own signature).

- **Scenario 2 - Simulated Forgery**: also known as skilled forgeries, the model of the user is evaluated using imitations made by other users (with different level of skill, see the database description for details [16]).

The genuine samples of the first session \( (4 \) signatures) are employed as enrollment set and the rest for testing. Hence, the experiments include \( 12 \times 30 = 360 \) genuine comparisons, \( 8 \) (second and third sessions) \( 30 \times 29 = 6960 \) random forgery comparisons and \( 12 \times 30 = 360 \) simulated forgeries comparisons.

In order to compare the performance of attribute-based signature recognition and state-of-the-art online signature recognition systems we have used a function based Dynamic Time Warping algorithm (ranked among top three algorithms in international technology evaluations [17][18]). The algorithm is based on DTW [19] applied to functions of time sequences extracted from each signature. A set of seven time functions are derived from \( [x, y, p] \) sequences. The sequences were selected after feature selection (based on the performance of the feature set) from a larger set of sequences defined in [20]. The DTW algorithm matches two different set of sequences based on the Euclidean distance between the time functions (five correspondences among samples of the two sequences are allowed). The classification score is worked out as the average distance between one test signature and the enrolled set. As a baseline, Table 2 shows the performance of DTW algorithm over the complete dataset and the subcorpus employed. Note that the subset of the BiosecurID database employed (first 30 signers) includes some challenging samples which degrade the performance in comparison with the entire database.
5.2. Experimental Results

The first experiment is carried out to ascertain the discriminative power of manual annotated attributes. The values of the attribute $A$ are first normalized as:

$$A' = \frac{1}{2} \left( \tanh \left( 0.01 \left( \frac{A - \mu^A}{\sigma^A} \right) \right) + 1 \right)$$

where $\mu^A$ and $\sigma^A$ are the attribute mean and standard deviation from the genuine signatures. Given $N = 30$ the number of signers, we define two discriminability indexes $D_R$ and $D_F$ for random and simulated forgeries respectively. $D_R$ is computed for a specific attribute $A'$ as:

$$D_R = \frac{1}{(N-1)N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \frac{[\mu_i^A - \mu_j^A]}{[\sigma_i^A + \sigma_j^A]}$$

where $\mu^i$ is the attribute mean for signer $i$ computed across the 16 available genuine signatures per signer. Similarly $\sigma^i$ is also the attribute standard deviation for signer $i$. The discriminability index of simulated forgeries $D_F$ is computed as:

$$D_F = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{[\mu_i^F - \mu_F]}{[\sigma_i^F + \sigma_F]}$$

where $\mu_F$ and $\sigma_F$ are the mean and standard deviation of the simulated forgeries of the signer $i$ computed across the 12 available forgeries per signer. As is expected, the discriminability of attributes is higher in random forgeries, see Fig. 2. However, the results suggest that depending of the scenario (random or simulated forgeries), some attributes can be more discriminant than others. As an example, the Hesitation (A9) is more discriminant for simulated forgeries than for random. This is because of the vacillations of the forger which are not present in genuine signatures (used for the random comparisons). On the other hand, the Shape (A1) is highly discriminative for random forgeries but not for simulated.

The rest of the experiments try to ascertain the performance of the manual annotated signature attributes (detailed in Section 4) and the improvement obtained when it is combined with an online signature recognition system (DTW-based). Table 3 shows the performance of the systems and Fig. 3 shows the ROC curves obtained for the different systems and scenarios. Before the combination of systems, the scores obtained by the attribute-based and the DTW online system are normalized using the min/max technique. It allows to normalize the ranges of the classification score to [0-1] values. Finally, the normalized scores are combined according to the sum rule. The results suggest that attribute-based signature recognition is a very promising new technique. Although its performance is clearly lower in comparison with DTW-based recognition, the combination boosts the performance up to 25% (simulated forgery) and 90% (random forgery).

6. Conclusions and future work

This work explores human-assisted signature recognition including a baseline performance of human recognition of signatures and the analysis of manual attribute-based signature recognition. The results suggest the potential of these recognition schemes in applications involving human interventions. Although the comparison is made using dynamic data, the application of attribute-based signature recognition to offline signature is direct (dynamic data is not used for the annotation of attributes). The performance of offline signature recognition systems is lower than online systems [21] and therefore, attribute-based matching could help to overcome the limitations of offline matching. However, there is large room for further research in this area and the number of open questions is large: What is the consistency of attributes annotated by different users? The consistency between annotations made by different people should be analyzed (experiments involving 20 annotators are currently in course). What are the most discriminant attributes? A smart feature selection can improve the performance of the whole set of attributes. How scalable is
the system when the experiments involve a larger dataset? What is the performance compared with offline signature recognition systems? Why not adding attributes based on the dynamics of the signature (e.g., velocity or pressure profiles)?
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